APAS: Federal carbon rebate announcement ignores the reality of
Saskatchewan Agriculture
October 23, 2018 – For Immediate Release –The Agricultural Producers Association of
Saskatchewan says the rebate and exemption system announced today for the federal
carbon tax ignores the economic reality of Saskatchewan agriculture.
“Every producer will feel the impacts of the federal carbon tax though increased
business costs,” explains APAS President Todd Lewis. “Farmers and ranchers have no
way of passing these extra costs along the value chain.”
The carbon tax backstop policy exempts farm diesel and gasoline used on-farm but will
impose the tax on other essential farm inputs such as fuel for road transport, rail
transport and natural gas and propane.
“We have no alternatives for these forms of energy use,” Lewis says. “We have to
transport our crops and livestock to our customers around the world, and in difficult
years like 2018, we have to use energy to dry grain, or it will rot. We have to heat
livestock buildings, or animals freeze. We have no choice.”
Lewis concluded by pointing out that because producers can’t pass along extra costs,
they already seek out every opportunity to save energy costs. “This policy will only add
costs to our bottom line, without addressing the issue of reducing carbon emissions.”
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Background: APAS is Saskatchewan’s general farm organization – formed to provide
farmers and ranchers with a democratically elected, grassroots, non-partisan, producerrun organization based on rural municipal boundaries. As the united voice of agricultural
producers and ranchers in Saskatchewan, we strive to represent the views of a wide
variety of agricultural stakeholders in order to form comprehensive policies that can
benefit all sectors of society. APAS is a member of the Canadian Federation of
Agriculture.
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